
In July 2022, the Town of Fleming ran a brief survey asking the residents of Fleming
their opinions on Town Projects and what they'd like to see the Town of Fleming work
on.

The survey was a follow-up to a Revitalize Fleming Meeting that took place on June
30th at the Fleming Community Center where 11 residents attended. The Town Survey
was an online follow-up survey to the meeting, where 65 Fleming residents participated
online. This is a total of 76 residents out of approx. 430 total Fleming residents.

Three projects were brought up with information outlining each, including the
financials for each, which were: Fix Streets & Sidewalks with no current funding;
Updating Parks & Outdoor activities with funding available from GOCO; and
Renovate/Rebuild Town Hall & Community Center with partial funding.

46.2% of residents who took the survey believed updating the parks & outdoors
activities with funding from GOCO was the project that should be pursued first, with
many stating they believe it will bring more visitors, businesses, and eventually funding
for other projects.
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Following up not far behind, was 43.1% who believe the Town should pursue fixing the
streets and sidewalks with no current available funding. The Town of Fleming
recognizes the importance of fixing the streets and sidewalks and is/has been looking
for available funding.

The next question on the survey, after asking people what project they think the Town
of Fleming should pursue first, they were asked "What would your next choice of
pursued Town project be?" And 41.5% of residents who took the survey thought the
next project pursued should be renovating the Town Hall & Community Center.

The last question asked that wasn't a short answer comment, was "Do you think the
Town of Fleming should pursue projects that can't be fully funded right now or that
might not have grant options available if the community thinks it's important enough?"
with 58.5% of residents saying yes, although many stated they thought there should be
further action/information/election before those projects are pursued. 
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